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PROMISES, PROMISES:
POLISH IMMIGRATION TO BRAZIL,
1871-1939

By Anne Fountain*

(This study was initiated in an NEH Summer Seminar with Professor
Charles Wagley at the University of Florida and was concluded at a
Summer Research Laboratory on Russia and Eastern Europe at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.)
In the early twentieth century a legend circulated through Polish communities in the most remote reaches of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the Russian Empire. 1 An undiscovered land, veiled in mists,
called Parana-in Brazil-had been rendered visible by the Divine Grace
of the Virgin Mary and was now to be offered for settlement by longsuffering, landless Polish peasants. 2 While this picturesque legend may
strike us today as a manifestation of the yearnings of illiterate and
isolated folk, it emphasizes two essential characteristics of Polish immigration to Brazil: first, the intense desire of the Polish peasant for
land-and, second, the often extreme exaggerations used by
unscrupulous emigration-jobbers and honest but misguided politicians
and writers who hoped for some sort of independent Polish state, even
if on another continent. Poles, though they had a very strong national
consciousness, had had no state since 1795.
Beginning in the second half of the nineteenth century and extending to the outbreak of the Second World War, Brazil was to receive
a stream of Polish immigrants seeking fabled "new lands" in South
America. 3 While there is a considerable literature on this subject, the
vast majority of the works available are, of course, in Polish and Portuguese with a considerable number in German and Spanish. Very few
items are available in English, and most of these works assume a fairly
extensive knowledge of Polish history in addition to Latin American
history. While there exist many fine scholars of Latin American history
and Polish history, very few of them cover both areas and far fewer
write in English.
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Thus, I perceive a need for this general English introduction to the
topic for the Latin Americanist. I hope that in recounting the Polish
experience of promise, adversity, and even peril in the frontier settlement of Parana, their achievements may become more widely known
and appreciated.
Why did Poles head to the different clime and remote promises of
Brazil? This can best be seen against the backdrop of the unhappy course
of Polish history in the nineteenth century. Toward the end of the eighteenth century the Poles had regained some of their former stature in
European affairs; in 1772 the first of three partitions of their territory
had contributed to startling them out of an intellectual lethargy. In 1791
they had promulgated a new constitution, quite advanced for its time,
under the influence of both the successful revolution in the BritishAmerican colonies and the nascent revolution in France, the extent and
excess of which were not yet in evidence. This constitution frightened
the conservative, divine-right governments of the neighboring powers:
Russia, Prussia, and Austria. Two more partitions followed, in 1793
and 1795, and Poland disappeared from the map of Europe for 123
years. 4
Poland placed its hopes iu Napoleon and was partitioned yet again
in 1815 at the Congress of Vienna. The central area was given over to
the Russian Empire. National revolts broke out in 1830 and 1863, the
first being crushed only after prolonged warfare between standing armies. The second never had a chance. Heavy-handed Russification and,
in the areas under German control, Germanization, followed. In addition, a recession- almost a depression- reigned in the Russian Empire
for the first half of the 1890's.
Only in Galicia, the Austrian area, were Poles allowed some
autonomy; but there the economic life had stultified while the population began to grow geometrically. There were more hands than work
available to busy them.
Tbus did unhappiness and economic hardship combine to give a
strong push for emigration; Brazil provided the promise and the pull.
Brazil promised land. While the United States offered opportunity,
land there had been taken by earlier immigrants; the frontier had certainly passed by 1890. By some accounts it had passed, effectively, shortly
after the Civil War. 5
Very few peasants in Poland owned much land; the general pattern
in rural areas was a vast mosaic of great latifundia not unlike the plantations of the Southern states of the United States. Only after 1863 were
all the serfs in areas inhabited by Poles free to leave the land to which
they had been bound.
Even those peasants with land were in difficulty; the pattern of inheritance dictated that all sons share alike, causing continual subdivision of already small areas. By the mid-nineteenth century most were
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too small to support a family; migrations begain in all directions: to
the cities, to Germany, overseas. The landless peasant was, obviously,
even worse off, having to work for the manor. To these people the prospect of land was the prospect of hope; nothing documents so well this
drive for emigration as letters written by emigrants and prospective
emigrants:
I want to leave my native country because we are six
children and we have very little land, only about 6 morgs
(about 7.5 acres or 3 hectares) and some small farm
buildings, so that our whole farm is worth 1200 rubles at
the highest. And my parents are still young; father is 48 and
mother 42 years old. So it is difficult for us to live. 6
And in one of the most frequently quoted lines about Polish emigration to the Americas, a 31-year-old farm worker wrote:
I have heard that in Parana it is possible to buy land at
a low price. But what of it since I have no money at all?
At the same time I heard that in North America there is
suitable work. So I intend to go to North America, work
there for two or three years, and only then marry, go to
Parana and buy a piece of land. 1
Brazil had enticements sufficient to quicken immigrant interest. The
government, first national (Imperial or Republican) and then state, often
subsidized the costs of travel and settlement in Brazil, aware that the
prospective :mmigrant could not bear these costs himself. 8
While individual Poles arrived earlier, the general consensus marks
1871 as the initial year of Polish settlement in Brazil, and the man
credited with generating the first wave of Polish immigration was Edmund Sebastian (Wos) Saporski, ''Father of Polish Immigration to
Brazil. " 9 Saporski was born in Siolk6w (Siolkowice) in Upper Silesia,
at that time a part of Prussia and the new-born German Empire. On
the advice of his doctor, who recommended a warmer climate, he moved
to Montevideo and after one year's residency to Brazil. There he became
interested in the terms granted by the Brazilian Imperial Government
to German settlers in the state of Santa Catarina and decided to seek
similar arrangements for his compatriots. 10 In 1869 Saporski and Father
Antonio Zielinski petitioned the Brazilian government for permission
to bring in Polish immigrants. The lands set aside for Polish colonization lay between Palmeira and the Igua<xu River in the state of Parana,
· and the first group of sixteen families apparently from Saporski's home
town, arrived in 1871 after a journey of several months. 11
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Father Zielinski had been a part of the entourage of Archduke Maximilian of Mexico and with the fall of that enterprise had obtained a
position in Parana. 12
The colonization effort got off to a less than perfect start, the first
group of families being misrouted to Brusque in Santa Catarina along
with the Germans with whom they were traveling. Only later were they
able to reach Parana, curiously enough after a second group which had
left Upper Silesia had already arrived·.
The major difficulties encountered in settling the Iguac;u ValleySaporski's original choice-led, eventually, these two groups of families
(some 164 persons in all) to the region of the capital of Parana,
Curitiba. 13 There, with Saporski's aid and a donation of land from the
Camara Municipal of Curitiba, was founded the colony of Pilarzinho ,
the first formal Polish colony in Brazil. 14
Despite initial disappointment, Saporski's idea took hold and Polish
immigration continued. In the next few years colonies were founded
in Abranches in 1873 and Santa Candida in 1875, both near Curitiba. 15
In fact, some twenty years after the '1871 failure of the original settlement in the Igua~u Valley, a number of colonies were founded there
and most ·of the settlers were Poles. 16
While it is difficult to establish periods of Polish immigration to Brazil
on which all students of the question can agree, three general categories
can be discerned: 1871-1890, 1890-1914 (18), and 1918-1939. Immigration after 1939 was interrupted by the outbreak of World War II and
the resulting utter devastation of Poland and by the closing of Polish
borders by Poland's Soviet-dominated government in the years immediately following the end of the war.
The initial phase of trans-oceanic voyages can be said to last roughly
from 1871 (or earlier) to 1888-89 or even 1890. In 1888-89 events combined to make the Brazilian option qiore attractive to Poles, and the
earlier settlements had begun to develop some of the amenities of life
which would appeal to larger number of immigrants, such as established
Polish schools and parishes. 11 The 1888 abolition of slavery in Brazil
helped dispel fears among the European peasants that they might
somehow fall into a new servitude in the new world; they had in most
instances sought by moving to Brazil to leave behind the social and
economic servitude of their existence in Central Europe. The new
Brazilian Republic also established a more open policy toward European immigration.
The period beginning in 1890 and continuing to the outbreak of the
First World War in 1914 was known, then and now, in Polish history
as the "Brazil Fever" or "Brazil Passion." Agents of navigation companies, paid by the Brazilian government to help attract immigrants
to populate the vast unsettled territories of Brazil and to bring more
advanced agricultural techniques to the idle lands of the interior, simply
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exaggerated the benefits awaiting immigrants from across the ocean.
These promises and the optimistic tone of at least some letters from
earlier immigrants had a pronounced effect in Poland, building hopes
sometimes of fantastic proportions in the minds of peasants in Galicia
(the Austrian part of Poland) and in the northern villages of the '' Congress Kingdom" (the Russian part of Poland). 18
Some rumors had the Brazilian "Queen" bequeathing land to the
peasants at her death. 19 Other rumors had the Pope supporting immigration to Brazil, the existence of great stores of precious gems, and such
natural abundance that bread grew on trees. 20 The famous work of
William Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant in Europe
and America, although it discusses almost exclusively immigration to
the United States, refers to the Brazilian wave as an "Exodus" and
mentions two main periods: the early 1890's and the period 1910-13. 21
The fact that such tales could thrive should not be taken as evidence
that the Polish peasant was more credulous than peasants elsewhere.
Rural isolation and absolute religious devotion are not the sole possession of the Polish peasant. 22
Other Poles were neither so uneducated nor so isolated. Not a few
of them were angered at the advantage taken of their less fortunate
brethren. One in particular, Roman Dmowski, leader of the National
Democratic Party, undertook to take at his own expense a trip to Parana
to see for himself whether the claims made were in any way justified.
For several months in 1899-1900 he traveled and observed conditions
in Brazil, not only in Parana and not only of Poles. He found a mixed
set of blessings, writing in 1900:
If the Polish element has gathered together in a compact,

if not particularly numerous, mass in Parana, then that is
to be attributed more to negative than to positive aspects
of that land. Only because thick forests of hardwood exist
here, difficult to fell; only because elemental powers, such
as lack of rain, or birds and vermin, lower the farmer's yield
and diminish the profit of his labor; only because the lack
of navigable rivers, meandering roads, and incredibly high
railway transportation costs here hinder the delivery of
agriculture produce; only because this restricts normal trade
and favors barter detrimental to the farmer, through which
he suffers from a lack of money and cannot indulge himself
any cultural activity; only because of these do the settlers
of other nations flee this land and does our hard-working
Polish peasant- inured in his motherland to misery, desirous
of land, knowing how to make do with anything, not
needing as yet any lamp by which to read a newspapersit here and console himself that he has it better than he
would in Europe. 23
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One feels here acutely the anger and frustration which Dmowski surely felt keenly in the writing of these lines. He felt anger at Russia,
Austria-Hungary, arid Germany and shame for his own nation at the
thought that the Polish peasant, not being able to read and write, was
not greatly inconvenienced by the lack of a lamp.
The legends which helped to fan "Brazil Fever" are noteworthy in
that they seem to have operated in regard to Brazil only and not for
the much more numerous Polish immigration to the United States of
America, the other principal New World destination for Poles. The
Parana connection has a unique status in the history of Polish
emigration.
But true to the "boom or bust" cycle which seems so intrinsic to
Brazil, the Parana fever did not last. The realities of life in a sub-tropical
region and the less sanguine letters of immigrants combined with such
reportage as Dmowski's helped dispel much of the glorified visionjust as the Virgin Mary had lifted the mists from Parana. With the
breaking of the Parana fever, a new era of Polish immigration began.
With the advent of World War I, Polish immigration to Brazil came
to a halt. Many of those who would have left their native land could
not; borders were closed all over Europe. Many others were drafted
into the armies of the powers who shared Polish lands; Poles, especially of just those economic classes which were emigrating before the war,
served in three different armies at the outbreak of the war and by the
end of it were serving in at least eight. To the original German, AustroHungarian, and Russian armies were added in the course of the war
the English, French, United States, Polish Legionary, and Polish Blue
armies. Many who might have emigrated were killed.
The inter-war period (1918-1939) was the third, and the last significant, period of immigration to Brazil. In many respects it resembled
· the period prior to 1914, but its social composition was slightly different. There were fewer landless peasants and holders of small plots,
and more Poles headed to Argentina than to Brazil. 24 Most important,
however, was the fact that Poles were now departing from an independent rather than a partitioned state. The establishment of Polish consulates also served to deepen ties between the mother country and
Polonia-Brazil. 25 An additional interesting curiosum of the inter-war
period concerns the period after 1936 when many of those classed as
Poles, while indeed Poles by citizenship, were actually Jews by nationality, fleeing the gathering storm over Central Europe which eventually
was to claim so many. 26
Today Poles are active and successful in many areas of Brazilian life.
Today they are still rather a rural group, with more than half of them
still in farms and villages located, in the main, in a broad band extending south and west from Curitiba through Parana, Santa Catarina,
and Rio Grande so Sul. Pope John Paul II's trip to Brazil in June of
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1980 included a visit to the.Polish community of Curitiba, fulfilling
at least partially the Virgin Mary's promise that the Pole in Brazil might
be specially blessed. Thus just as Garda Marquez anticipated a papal
visit in the magical realism of fiction, so did Polish visions of hope
and promise in the New World find unexpected realization in a papal
blessing.
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